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Sample Experiments 

The following are ways to use the Speck monitor  

to test the air quality in your home. 
 

 

Bedroom  
Set up the Speck near your bed. Leave it running for at least an hour to get a base-
line reading of the particle concentration in the room. How do the numbers change 
when you lie down? Bedding can collect many different types of particles, and using 
the bed can disperse particles into the air. Try different combinations of bedding and 
air flow (using a fan, opening windows and doors) to see which variables change the 
readings. 

 

Kitchen 
Set up the Speck near your stove top. Track the readings as you cook meals. What 
cooking temperatures and foods cause changes to the readings? How does baking 
a dish change particulate readouts when compared to frying? If you have a range 
hood, examine how the readouts change while the fan runs. Does the ventilation 
hood effectively route air outside? 

 

Cleaning 
Place the Speck in the room you plan to clean. How do the readouts change when 
you run the vacuum? What happens when you dust particular surfaces? How do 
various cleaning products affect the readouts? How long does it take for a reading to 
stabilize after cleaning? If your vacuum has a HEPA filter, how does that affect the 
Speck reading? 

 

Air Conditioners, Fans and Windows 

Test various room conditions by placing the Speck near the vent, the fan or an open 
window. (Be careful not to place the Speck in direct sunlight, which will affect the 
reading.) Test various conditions by turning on the A/C, a fan or opening the win-
dow. Test the Speck in various locations in the room to identify “hot spots.” If you 
see dramatic changes, consider using a HEPA filter on your HVAC system and test-
ing the changes. 


